Today, the Wireline Competition Bureau (Bureau) announces the next version of the Connect America Cost Model (CAM v3.1.2), which allows Commission staff and interested parties to calculate costs based on a series of inputs and assumptions for Connect America Phase II implementation. CAM v3.1.2 builds on version 3.1 of the model (CAM v3.1) by modifying cable coverage to reflect census blocks served by cable providers (based on the National Broadband Map, data as of June 2012) that have reported voice subscriptions on FCC Form 477 (data as of June 2012). Previous versions of the model only provided the capability to filter out cable providers shown on the National Broadband Map as providing broadband service meeting a specified speed—regardless of whether they also provide voice services—when identifying blocks eligible for funding. CAM v3.1.2 also makes minor adjustments to the fixed wireless voice coverage. Version 3.1.2 should be available early next week, after scheduled maintenance this coming weekend on the website hosting the model.

The Bureau also announces that it is seeking additional input on a number of issues in the ongoing virtual workshop. The Bureau adds a discussion topic to the virtual workshop entitled...
“Finalizing Input Values for Connect America Cost Model Cost Estimation Module” to seek comment on whether the values used in the input collections for the cost estimation module in CAM v3.1.2 are reasonable values to use in the final version of the cost model that the Bureau will ultimately adopt.⁵

Among other things, the Bureau seeks focused public input on the appropriate cost of capital to be utilized in the ACFs. The follow-up question, which appears in the comment section of the “Rate of Return for the Connect America Cost Model” topic, asks whether to assume a cost of capital of eight percent, calculated with a ratio of debt to equity of 45:55, when adopting final ACFs.⁶ CAM v3.1.2 enables users to view the impact on cost estimates of using ACFs that assume a cost of capital of nine percent, calculated with a ratio of debt to equity of 25:75 and a cost of debt of seven percent, versus using ACFs that assume a cost of capital of eight percent, calculated with a ratio of debt to equity of 45:55 and a cost of debt of 6.19 percent.⁷

The Bureau also adds two additional discussion topics to the virtual workshop relevant to finalizing support amounts entitled “Support Thresholds” and “Connect America Fund-Intercarrier Compensation Recovery Mechanism Set Aside Amount.” Finally, the Bureau adds an additional follow-up question to the comment section of the “Determining the Fraction of Supported Locations That Will Receive Speeds of 6 Mbps/1.5 Mbps or Greater” topic.

To the extent the public believes that there are additional issues that should be addressed in the virtual workshop before finalizing the cost model, they are encouraged to notify the Bureau as quickly as possible.

Responses should be submitted in the virtual workshop no later than June 18, 2013. Parties can participate in the virtual workshop by visiting the Connect America Fund webpage, http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connecting-america, and following the link to the virtual workshop.

---

⁵ CAM v3.1.2 has two input collections for the cost estimation module. The two input collections contain identical default inputs, except one includes values for Annual Charge Factors (ACFs) calculated with a nine percent cost of capital and the other includes values for ACFs calculated with an eight percent cost of capital. Parties who have signed the Third Supplemental Protective Order will be able to view the input collections by accessing the model and viewing the ICCQA20130516CAM312ACF8SB16VoiceCblVoiceFW2 and ICCQA20130516CAM312ACF9SB16VoiceCblVoiceFW2 ZIP files on the “Posted Data Sets” page under “Model Inputs.”


⁷ Parties that have signed the Third Supplemental Protective Order will be able to view the impact on cost estimates of using different assumptions about the cost of capital and debt structure by accessing CAM v.3.1.2, visiting the “Posted Data Sets” page, and opening the Model Outputs labeled “SS2013MMDDCAM312ACF9VoiceCablePLUSVoiceFW2” and “SS2013MMDDCAM312ACF8VoiceCablePLUSVoiceFW2.”
Comments from the virtual workshop will be included in the official public record of this proceeding. The Bureau will not rely on anonymous comments posted during the workshop in reaching decisions regarding the model. Participants should be aware that identifying information from parties that post material in the virtual workshop will be publicly available for inspection upon request, even though such information may not be posted in the workshop forums.

Reasonable accommodations, including materials in accessible formats (Braille, large print, electronic files, and audio format) for people with disabilities are available upon request. Please include a description of the accommodation you will need, and tell us how to contact you if we need more information. Please make your request as early as possible. Last minute requests will be accepted but may be impossible to fill. Accommodation requests should be directed to Kelly Jones, at Kelly.Jones@fcc.gov, 202-418-7078 (voice), 202-418-1169 (TTY), or 845-474-0054 (video).

For further information, please contact Katie King, 202-418-7491, Katie.King@fcc.gov or Ted Burmeister, 202-418-7389, Theodore.Burmeister@fcc.gov.
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